winter’s wonders
Tantalizing!

The enticing bloom of a dangling
flower, luring hummingbird and
bee. Leaves of fine filigree over
purple enamel open to silvery
petals in full bloom. Silver stamens
sparkle with lavender crystals
for further allure. Latchback
earhooks. Made in USA.
J10082 Silver Flower Earrings $52

actual size

NEW! Romantic
Splendor

On close examination, indeed no two snowflakes
are alike. Get a good view of winter’s
marvels with this openwork pendant,
backed by a magnifying glass—flip
it open for a clear view. Long
chain for easy use, adjusts
30-33". Silver-tone snowflakes
with faux pearls and gleaming
crystals. Also available in Tree
of Life, Owl or Spider.
J20291 Snowflakes Magnifier
Pendant $20

Tree of Life

open magnifying glass

A story of romance and elegance—
like a corsage pressed between
pages of a book of poetry.
Deeply romantic corsage pin—
deep-pink tea roses, black seed
beads, glass beads on antiqued
brass, and sparkling crystals.
Made in USA by Colleen Toland.
J60039 Tea Rose Brooch $42

actual size

NEW! remember

actual size

Owl

NEW!

Spider

Heartwarming

NEW! Snowbirds

Some birds head south for the winter, but these feathered
friends are ready for the cold! A few little songbirds—bundled in
their hats, scarves and earmuffs—enjoy the snow falling on their
tree branch. 12¼" long, 5½" high. Handpainted resin, dusted
with glitter. Rush delivery not available.
D21134 Snowbirds on Branch $38

NEW! cottage garden

EXCLUSIVE! Add beauty to any day or evening—this handcrafted
open cardigan elevates the sweater to art. Double layers of luxurious,
lightweight and warm alpaca wool are extensively and carefully handembroidered on front, back and sleeves with elegant multi-colored
garlands of flowers. Fully reversible—iris blue or black, as you wish—
like two sweaters in one. Hip length, approx. 24" long. Alpaca/acrylic;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Handmade in Peru, fair trade.
A20191 Reversible Cottage Garden Cardigan $225

Fairy Visions

Has the crystal ball shown this fairy
a happy future? Is she savoring a
delightful plan before consulting her
fortune? Or is she just pleased with her
new treasure? Lost in a reverie, she
sits atop a leaf, crystal ball at her
side. Hand-painted; 6" high.
D21064 Crystal Ball Fairy $22

NEW! Ballerina
Dreams

Ocean Waves

EXCLUSIVE! Spiraling waves of
silver and sparkling Swiss blue topaz
reflect the light and motion of the sea.
Sterling silver earrings handcrafted in
Bali; fair trade.
J10547 Blue Topaz
Spiral Wave
Earrings $50

Revive your ballerina dreams.
Charming slipper-style flats will have
you dancing through your day. Velvety
kid suede and polished upper sole
combine with satin ribbons for an
array of light and texture. Ribbons are
actually elastic, for comfortable fit. 1"
heel. Memory foam insole, All-Terra
traction outsole for sure footing. Size
6-10, 11. In Plum or Silvery Grey.
B70005 Ribbon-Strap Ballet
Slipper $99

TRIPLE SPIRAL CUFF
NEW! Tiny Pals

A teensy ladybug visits with a wee hedgehog—getting a
ride from her best pal. Enameled pewter box with sparkling
Austrian crystals can hold a tiny treasure, or good wishes
from a friend. 1½" long, ¾" high. Magnetic closure.
D24086 Hedgehog and Ladybug Trinket Box $20
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A symbol of remembrance, the elegant,
simple form of the poppy is here presented,
blossom and leaf, in a sterling silver pin.
J60053 Poppy Pin $45

Reverses to Black

actual size

A triple spiral, inspired by
carvings on Ireland’s
Newgrange stone, is here formed
with delicate grace. Silvery swirls
embrace the spirals to form this
airy cuff bracelet. Adjusts to fit
most wrists.
J50044 Triple Spiral Cuff $25
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Silvery Grey

Knitted cables form a chain
of hearts to sweeten this
Irish-knit pullover. Hem,
cuffs and high collar in
contrasting basket stitch
add a finishing touch.
100% super-soft
merino wool;
hand wash.
XS-XL. In
Raspberry,
Ivory or Deep
Sea Blue.
Made in
Ireland.
A20176
Heart Knot
Sweater
$
160

Raspberry

Ivory

Deep Sea
Blue
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